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Abstract 
Many practical scientific applications would benefit from a simple checkpointing mechanism 

to provide automatic restart or recovery in response to faults and failures. CUMULVS is a 
middleware infrastructure for interacting with parallel scientific simulations to support online 
visualization and computational steering. The base CUMULVS system has been extended to 
provide a user-level mechanism for collecting checkpoints in a parallel simulation program. Via 
the same interface that CUMULVS uses to identify and describe data fields for visualization and 
parameters for steering, the user application can select the minimal program state necessary to 
restart or migrate an application task. The CUMULVS run-time system uses this information 
to efficiently recover fault-tolerant applications by restarting failed tasks. Application tasks can 
also be migrated - even across heterogeneous architecture boundaries - to achieve load balancing 
or to improve the task’s locality with a required resource. This paper describes the CUMULVS 
interface for checkpointing, the issues faced in utilizing this interface when developing fault- 
tolerant and migrating applications, and the direction of future research in this area. 

1 Introduction 

Next-generation scientific software applications will be significantly more dynamic and complex than 
today’s traditional, statically configured simulations. They will require high levels of interactivity, 
interoperability, fault-tolerance and mobility to fit into wide-area collaboration and large-scale 
computational grid resources. Two key enabling technologies required for this flexibility will be the 
capability of scientific applications to present a semantic and functional interface to  their internal 
information and services, respectively, and to  move their execution from one computational resource 
to another. 

The CUMULVS project [l, 2, 3, 41 takes an important step towards this goal by providing 
a middleware infrastructure for interacting with an ongoing parallel simulation program through 
online visualization and computational steering. Within this scope, CUMULVS provides protocols 
and APIs that  allow an independent “viewer” application to dynamically attach to, interact with 
and detach from a running simulation. Using CUMULVS library calls (in C/C++ or Fortran), 
the user application describes its data fields and their decompositions (if any) across the parallel 
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application tasks and identifies any steerable parameters. This semantic interface is sufficient to  
support transparent , interactive connections to the application for extracting desired visualization 
data, and for manipulating the values of algorithmic or simulation parameters. CUMULVS has 
been applied to  parallel applications written using PVM [ 5 ] ,  MPI [6] and InDEPS [7]. 

The simple model of interaction in CUMULVS can be generalized and extended to encompass 
more elaborate functionality, such as automatic fault recovery and on-the-fly migration of appli- 
cation tasks. Fault recovery is clearly an important feature for any long-running application, and 
an automatic response is essential to  keep the application running indefinitely without continuous 
user monitoring. Task migration is useful for load balancing, and can improve resource utilization 
by moving a task closer t o  a necessary resource. 

Using CUMULVS, a checkpointing facility has been developed that capitalizes on the semantic 
interface used to  identify and describe data fields for visualization and parameters for steering. 
These same data descriptions can be marked by the user to  identify which elements contribute 
to  the minimal program state needed for recovering each given task. The application can then 
periodically tell CUMULVS to dump those program variables and save them as a checkpoint. 
When a task fails or migrates, it is restarted using this checkpoint data. In conjunction with this 
recovery, any other cooperating tasks are also rolled back to  a consistent state using their checkpoint 
data, so the application as a whole can continue from a common point. 

Because the checkpoints in CUMULVS contain user-supplied semantic information, including 
the name, type, storage allocation and any decomposition of data fields, it is possible to  translate 
checkpoint data from one system architecture’s format to  another. Also, because the user appli- 
cation has selected only the relevant portions of the computational stack for checkpointing, the 
resulting CUMULVS checkpoints can be significantly smaller than an entire core image. This can 
increase the efficiency of restarting a task after a failure or migration. The current release of CU- 
MULVS checkpointing has already been used to demonstrate “real-time” cross-platform migration 
of several production parallel codes. 

This CUMULVS approach to  checkpointing has several advantages over traditional core-image 
checkpointing. Many fault-tolerant application environments, such as CoCheck [SI, Isis [9] and 
Totem [lo], are designed for single architecture programs. CoCheck works with PVM and MPI to 
save the entire binary image of a program and move it to  another similar machine. While this system 
works well for fault recovery, the size of these binary dumps make CoCheck impractical for migrating 
tasks to  achieve medium- or fine-grained load balancing, and the binary nature of the data prevents 
movement across architecture boundaries. Isis and Totem use the concept of “virtual synchrony” 
to  greatly simplify the logic of writing fault-tolerant programs, but require either a partial or 
total ordering of all messages in the parallel program. While this ordering supports a very fine 
granularity of checkpointing, at the level of individual message synchronizations or transactions, 
it carries a high overhead and is impractical for applications that execute on large numbers of 
nodes. CUMULVS, by only saving checkpoint data periodically (at the user’s discretion), is a more 
appropriate choice for most scientific applications where the desire is typically just to  limit the loss 
of computing cycles in response to failures. The semantic information used by CUMULVS also 
provides more flexibility in restarting or migrating tasks on different architectures. 

There is, of course, a trade-off necessary to  realize the flexibility and efficiency of CUMULVS 
checkpointing. The user must instrument their application to  include the necessary semantic details, 
and some program flow must be modified to restart from a checkpoint. As part of future CUMULVS 
research some assistance may be provided for this application instrumentation, perhaps in the form 
of a graphical user interface (GUI) or CUMULVS compiler directives and preprocessing. 

The remainder of this paper describes the details of the CUMULVS interface for checkpointing, 
and further explores some of the issues faced when utilizing this interface to  actually develop a 
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fault-tolerant or migrating application. Specific plans for future research in this area will also be 
discussed. 

2 CUMULVS Checkpointing 
The fundamental premise in CUMULVS checkpointing is that the application program can best 
direct when the checkpointing should occur and what essential data is needed for restart and 
migration. The programmer must specify what variables need to  be saved, and must provide logic 
to  skip these variables’ initialization when an application is restarting from a checkpoint. The 
CUMULVS library infrastructure handles all of the data extraction from within application tasks, 
and the run-time system processes the logic necessary to  “commit” consistent checkpoints and 
actually restart or migrate application tasks. During a restart, CUMULVS manages the details of 
committing and retrieving the most recent coherent checkpoint, sending each application task its 
portion of the checkpoint data and loading this data into the user’s variables. CUMULVS knows 
the location in memory and the storage size of all such variables via the data field declarations 
that the user has supplied. This so-called usedirected checkpointing requires some work by the 
programmer, but is essential to provide the additional efficiency and flexibility in CUMULVS. 

With respect to  efficiency, CUMULVS operates under the assumption that fault recovery and 
task migration are sparsely applied operations, and so design choices have been made to  minimize 
steady state overhead. While checkpointing in any system is relatively time consuming, care is taken 
to  avoid undue perturbation to  the application. Each task executes with only the synchrony required 
by the user application, and each task checkpoints its data independently. The interactions involved 
in collecting checkpoints from application tasks are not themselves synchronizing operations, but 
rather are controlled by a simple flow control protocol. Tasks are not held back unless the run-time 
system is unable to keep up with the rate of application checkpointing requests. 

The following two subsections describe more details of the CUMULVS checkpointing run-time 
system and its design issues, respectively. 

2.1 Run-Time System Architecture 
In CUMULVS, much of the logic needed to  reliably and correctly restart failed parallel application 
tasks has been moved to  a separate process called a “checkpointing daemon” (CPD). The current 
CUMULVS design has a separate checkpointing daemon on each machine where application tasks 
are running. Figure 1 illustrates the basic organization of the CPDs. The set of daemons works 
together as a separate, dynamic, fault-tolerant program, independent from any user’s code. CPDs 
monitor the user application and its computational resources for failures, and oversee any check- 
pointing, restarting or migrating of application tasks. CPDs are also responsible for adding spare 
hosts (where possible) in response to resource failures. 

From an application’s perspective, the CPD provides just two basic checkpointing functions, 
saving a checkpoint for the application and loading a checkpoint for restart. Logically, however, from 
the user’s perspective the CPDs can be utilized in several modes. They can serve as a background 
run-time monitor to  keep the application running without user intervention. Any failed tasks are 
restarted automatically, coordinating with or restarting any cooperating tasks as needed, even if 
the user is not present. Given a user-supplied list of alternate computing resources, the CPDs can 
even add a new host when one crashes, subsequently replacing any tasks that were executing on 
the failed host. 

The user can also invoke a default CPD “console” at any time to  direct the CPD group to  migrate 
any subset of application tasks, for improved load balance or better resource utilization. Additional 
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Figure 1: Checkpointing Daemon (CPD) Organization 

operations can be initiated using the default CPD console, such as restarting an entire application, 
as saved in some earlier checkpoint, on an arbitrary set of new resources. This capability raises 
many interesting possibilities, especially if the new resources are of a different system architecture 
or utilize a different number of compute nodes. Using the data field description information in 
the checkpoint data, it is straightforward for the CPDs to restart the application on a different 
architecture by translating the data format of the checkpoint (typically done using XDR and the 
underlying message-passing system). However, many issues arise when the number of available 
computational nodes changes, and the decompositions of the data fields must be redistributed. 
Such elaborate reconfigurations of applications using CUMULVS checkpoints have been explored 
in [ll], and to  date several real-time reconfiguration experiments have been successfully applied 
using both toy and production parallel simulations. 

2.2 Run-Time System Issues 

The most time-critical operation in CUMULVS checkpointing is the collection of the checkpoint 
data. The CPDs use an asynchronous scheme, such that each task sends its checkpoint when the 
user code makes a call t o  stv-checkpoint0 (see Section 3.2). The application code does not 
explicitly synchronize at each checkpoint. However, a task will block on the subsequent checkpoint 
invocation if the previous checkpoint has not been received and fully processed by the checkpointing 
daemon. A simple flow control protocol is employed to release the application task when the 
previous checkpoint is finished. If the release is received in time, then the task will not wait at all 
before proceeding. 

It is the responsibility of the CPDs to make sure that a parallel task is restarted from a coherent 
checkpoint that  corresponds to  the same logical time step for all  tasks. Because programs are not 
explicitly synchronized, it is possible for the most recent checkpoint to  be incomplete, missing 
one or more tasks’ checkpoint data for that invocation or epoch. If a failure occurs while in this 
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state, then the CPDs must collectively revert to the last complete checkpoint. This agreement, or 
commitment, t o  a particular checkpoint epoch is done only as needed during a restart or migration. 

The predominant overhead in checkpointing is the time taken to write data to disk or other 
non-volatile storage. If replication of checkpoint data is desired to allow recovery from multiple 
simultaneous failures within the system, then inter-machine network bandwidth is also consumed 
to copy data from one machine to another and verify consistency. To reduce this overhead the 
CPDs are organized in a logical ring, where each CPD need only be concerned with replicated data 
from several “buddy” CPDs. For example, if the user requests a level of redundancy of 2, such that 
it can recover from 2 simultaneous failures, then 3 copies of each task’s checkpoint data are needed 
at  any given tinie. In this case each CPD would only need to coordinate with 2 other CPDs to 
insure completion of a task’s checkpoint. The user can select from a spectrum of redundancy levels 
in CUMULVS. 

Another issue relates to scalability and I/O. In the current version, tasks pack and send check- 
point data to  the local CPD, which saves the data on behalf of all tasks. While this communication 
time can be significantly less than the corresponding file system access time for each task, this 
method is too slow for large-scale applications. The CPD can quickly become a serial bottleneck if 
it must manage too many tasks of sufficient size. A new optional scheme will employ the CPD as 
a coordination mechanism and tasks will write their own checkpoint data to the local filesystem. 
This new scheme will allow the use of parallel file 1/0 on systems that support it. 

3. Application Interface 

Ultimately the flexibility and efficiency possible using the CUMULVS checkpointing system should 
come more automatically using an integrated parallel development environment or with compiler 
cooperation. Currently, the user must manually instrument their code to define data fields and 
identify program state for checkpointing and migration, using a traditional system library inter- 
face. The user must specify all necessary information about the relevant variables, including an 
appropriate reference name, the data storage allocation details, the data type, and any distributed 
data decomposition. Everything except the data decomposition could be made available by con- 
ventional compilers, and in some systems like HPF [la] even that information could be extracted 
automatically. But for now, the user must make several CUMULVS library calls to describe this 
internal structure. Data decompositions are defined using HPF-like semantics, such as standard 
Block-Cyclic, and then these decompositions are used in subsequent definitions for individual data 
fields. The same decomposition can be reused for multiple data field declarations, and each field 
can map the decomposition to a distinct logical processor organization. 

Besides selecting the necessary program state variables, the user must also potentially make 
changes to  some of the program flow. The more trivial portion of this is merely inserting the 
single library call needed to request the saving of a checkpoint, stv-checkpoint(). In most iter- 
ative scientific simulations this call can be made either at the end or the beginning of the main 
computational loop, when all data is in a consistent state. 

Potentially the most challenging part of the user instrumentation involves modifying the control 
flow of the application for restart from a checkpoint. The application must circumvent the default 
variable initialization for those variables that will be set from the checkpoint data. The user 
could theoretically do nothing, proceeding with the usual initialization, and let the checkpoint 
data overwrite the default initial state. But this approach could carry a high overhead or be 
undesirable algorithmically, thereby requiring the development of a more complex initialization 
procedure. It may involve selectively initializing some variables manually, interspersing several 
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calls to  stvloadFromCP0 with some of the CUMULVS data field declarations (see the example 
in Section 3.1, Figure 2 below), to  incrementally load the checkpoint data. 

The next three subsections describe the user instrumentation process in more detail, including 
an example instrumentation, the actual library interface and some issues that the application 
programmer must face, respectively. 

3.1 Example Instrumentation 
To illustrate the context of the CUMULVS user library for checkpointing, consider Figure 2 

which shows a pseudo-code example. While CUMULVS provides both C and Fortran bindings for 
its user library, only the C bindings are shown here for brevity. In this example, the application 
initializes with the standard CUMULVS visualization and steering system using the s t v - i n i t  (1 
call. It selects “solver” as its logical name for viewer access, informs CUMULVS that it should 
use message tag 100 for all of its internal communication1, that the application has n tasks  tasks 
and that this specific task has logical instance number myinst. Checkpointing is initialized using 
s tv-cpIn i t  0, indicating that the executable file for restarting lost tasks after a.failure is “pars01v’~ 
and that message tag 101 should be used for checkpoint communication. The &ntasks pointer is 
passed to  allow adjustment by CUMULVS if being restarted using a different number of tasks. The 
r e s t a r t  value returned also equals this n tasks  value if the task is restarting from a checkpoint. Set- 
ting the value of the stvOptCpRecovery option to stvOptCpRollback using s t v s e t o p t  0 allows 
the application tasks to  recovery from failures without being killed and restarted. 

. Application so lve r  defines several parameters and a 3-dimensional data field pressure.  These 
are all marked with stvVisCp to be both viewable/steerable and selected as part of the program 
state for checkpointing. In a restart so lve r  must incrementally bootstrap itself by defining several 
fields and parameters for CUMULVS, filling those in with checkpoint data, and then using those 
values to  define the remaining parameters so they can be updated. 

At the end of the main work loop, so lver  passes control to  the CUMULVS stvsendToFE0 
routine for visualization and steering handling. It also requests that a checkpoint be saved every 10 
iterations using stv-checkpoint 0. If a failure occurs while in work0 then the reload from the last 
checkpoint is initiated using a sequence of calls to  stvloadFromCP0, similar to the application 
initialization. 

3.2 Library Calls 
At the start of each checkpointed application task there must be a call to  s t v - c p I n i t 0 :  

i n t  r e s t a r t  = s tv-cpIn i t (  char *aoutname, i n t  no t i fy t ag ,  i n t  *ntasks ) 

This call should always be made after the main CUMULVS initialization routine, s t v i n i t  0.  The 
aoutname argument is the name of the executable file that should be used to  restart the task in the 
event of a failure. The no t i fy t ag  argument is used by applications that wish to  be “rolled back” 
rather than killed off and restarted when a failure has occurred. When a failure occurs, the local 
CPD will send an error notification message to  any cooperating tasks, using the given n o t i f y t a g  
message tag, to  inform the tasks that they need to  roll back and recover using a checkpoint. The 
n tasks  argument passes in the number of tasks to  be coordinated for this application, and on 
restart will return the number of tasks that are actually being used for this restart. The call to  
s t v - c p I n i t 0  will start a CPD process on the local machine if one is not already running, and 
set up communication between the task and the local CPD. The return value of s tv -cp In i tO ,  

‘ignored if the underlying message-passing substrate supports context. 
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main() 
{ 

stv-init( "solver", 100, ntasks, myinst ); 
restart = stv-cpInit( "parsolv", 101, &ntasks ); 
stv-setopt( stvDefault, stvOptCpRecovery, stvOptCpRollback ); 

did = stv-decompDefine( 3, { stvBlock, stvcyclic, stvCollapse }, (global bounds), ... ); 
fid = stv-fieldDefine( p l [  I [  I[ 1, "pressure", did, (declared bounds), 

stv-paramDefine( "delta" , &del, stvDouble, stvVisCp ); 
if ( restart ) 

. . .  

stvFloat, (decomp index), stvVisCp ); 

stvloadFromCP();  
. . .  
ix = (int *) malloc( (100.0 / del) * sizeof(int) ); 
stv-paramDefine( "indices", ix[ 3 ,  stvInt, stvVisCp ); 

if ( restart ) 

else 

. . .  

stv-loadFromCP(); 

init-data(); 

do 
{ 

cc = work( &timestep ); 
if ( !cc ) { 

stvloadFromCP();  
. . .  

} else { 
new-params = stvsendToFE();  
if ( !( timestep % 10 ) ) 

stv-checkpoint (); 
1 

1 
while ( !done ); 

1 

Figure 2: Example CUMULVS Instrumentation 
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if non-zero, indicates that the application is being restarted from a checkpoint. In this case the 
r e s t a r t  value returned is the number of application tasks involved in the restarted incarnation, 
the same as returned in ntasks.  

The application task can invoke stv-isCpRestart () directly at any time after initializing check- 
pointing with CUMULVS (i.e., after the call to  s t v - c p I n i t ( ) )  to  determine if the current instance 
of the task has been restarted from a checkpoint: 

i n t  r e s t a r t  = stv-isCpRestart (1 

As with s t v - c p I n i t ( )  the r e s t a r t  return value indicates the number of tasks in the restarted 
application, if greater than zero (in a restart). 

To define a data field in CUMULVS and mark it as part of the program state to be checkpointed, 
the a f l a g  argument to  the s t v f i e l d D e f i n e 0  routine is used: 

s t v f i e l d D e f i n e (  . . . , i n t  a f l a g  

Similarly, the aflag argument to stv-particleFieldDef ine( )  or stv-paramDef i n e 0  can be set 
to  include those items in the checkpoint data. To include a given data field or parameter for visu- 
alization or steering, respectively, the value of a f l a g  should be set to  stvVis0nly. To checkpoint 
the value of the data  field or parameter without making it available for visualization or steering, 
af l a g  should set to  stvCp0nly. To allow visualization or steering, and to include the given variable 
in the collected checkpoint data, a f l a g  should be set to  stvVisCp (or equivalently “s tvvisonly 1 
st’vcponly”). 

At the point in the application task where the data  fields are consistent and the user wants to 
save a checkpoint, a call is made to  the s tv-checkpoint0 routine: 

i n t  i n f o  = stv-checkpoint0 

The i n f o  value returned will equal stvStatusOk if the checkpoint submission proceeded correctly, 
meaning that the checkpoint data is en route to  the local CPD. If some fault or failure occurred 
during the checkpoint, then s tvRes ta r t  is returned to indicate that the task should roll back and 
restart from the last coherent checkpoint (or the task may simply wait to be killed at this point, if 
so configured). 

When an application task is restarting from a checkpoint, the loading of the checkpoint data 
into the desired program variables is done using the stvloadFromCP 0 routine: 

i n t  l e f t  = stvloadFromCP0 

This routine requests the latest coherent checkpoint from the local CPD and then waits for the 
incoming checkpoint data to  arrive and be loaded into user variables. Any data fields and param- 
eters that  have been defined for CUMULVS before this routine is invoked, such that CUMULVS 
knows where the proper variable storage resides, will be filled in using the available checkpoint 
data. The l e f t  value indicates the number of program variables and parameters that have yet to  
be updated using checkpoint data. If all downloaded checkpoint data has been inserted into user 
variables then l e f t  will be zero. Incremental declarations and checkpoint updates are possible, if 
required for data  fields that depend on the values of other parameters which are being updated by 
the checkpoint. For these cases, data field declarations (stv-decompDef i n e 0 ,  s t v f i e l d D e f  h e ( )  
and stv-paramDef i n e ( ) )  can be interspersed among repeated calls to  stvloadFromCP() until all 
checkpoint data has been updated. 

In addition to  the functional checkpointing library there are also several run-time options which 
can be set for CUMULVS checkpointing using the s tv-setopt  0 routine: 
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i n t  oldvalue = s t v s e t o p t (  i n t  what, i n t  opt ion,  i n t  value ) 

The stvOptCpRecovery option (with what left as stvDef a u l t )  can be set to  have the application 
tasks rolled back (stvOptCpRollback) or killed off and restarted (stvOptCpRestart) in response 
to  a fault or failure. 

3.3 Application Issues 

The user must select between the two ways in which CUMULVS can respond to a failure, killing all 
tasks and performing a complete restart, or spawning the required replacement tasks and signaling 
existing active tasks to  roll back and reload from a checkpoint. The first method requires nothing 
additional from the programmer, aside from the inevitable initialization handling to  restart from a 
checkpoint. The second method requires the programmer to check at every message for a restart 
notification from the local CPD, and then on restart to  manually unroll the current program stack 
and download the checkpoint data. Every message must be checked because the failure of any 
cooperating task might preempt an expected message, leaving the given task potentially blocked. 

If the overhead to  restart an application task is prohibitive, or the default initialization of data 
fields requires significant computation by the application tasks, then this latter rollback option 
may be a necessity. In this case, no matter where in the subroutine hierarchy the given application 
task is executing, it must stop and return the failure notification up through the call stack. At 
the top level, the application must then clean out any pending message queues and reset any open 
file pointers, so that execution can correctly continue from the point of the last checkpoint. For 
user applications written in C++, this ordeal can be handled substantially easier using trapping 
to  unroll the program stack. 

An additional issue regarding the rollback scenario involves the identification of fault notification 
messages versus regular user messages. All notify messages will be tagged from the CPD using the 
n o t i f y t a g  as provided by the user application in its call to s tv-cpIni t  (1. Yet it is not necessarily 
a trivial matter to  post a blocking receive for two different message tags at once... The task cannot 
simply check for fault notifies before blocking on the regular expected messages, because a failure 
could occur between those events. MPI supports a mechanism for handling this problem, using 
MPI-Irecv 0 and MPI-Waitany () to asynchronously check for multiple incoming messages. Again 
note that such a mechanism must be utilized everywhere that a task would block waiting to  receive 
a message. 

4 Future Work and Status 

CUMU.LVS viewer programs are presently simple serial applications that connect to  potentially 
parallel simulation programs. Although the CUMULVS CPD tasks make up a parallel application, 
currently user processes contact only the one local CPD task. A powerful generalization would be to  
allow parallel programs to connect to  and interact with other parallel programs. The CUMULVS- 
style connection protocols, where the underlying library handles all of the details, would allow 
development of parallel-to-parallel agents for steering, visualization, checkpointing or other types 
of coupling or interaction. 

One important requirement for this capability is a set of efficient routines to  transform and 
redistribute decomposed data. For example, a simulation program may store a data field in a 
block-cyclic distribution across 16 processors, while a parallel visualization program may desire 
some subset of this data in a 4 processor block distribution. The existing one-to-one and parallel- 
to-serial transformations for collecting distributed data must be extended to  support this new 
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parallel-to-parallel transformation. It will take significant analysis to keep the connection protocols 
reliable and recoverable in the parallel-to-parallel case. The resulting interconnectivity could open 
the doors to  a large number of new coupled applications. 

CUMULVS version 1.1 supports the preliminary checkpointing interface. It is now available, 
including source and user’s guide, via “http://www.epm.ornl.gov/cs/cumulvs.htm177. Online sup- 
port is available by sending email to “cumulvs@msr.epm.ornl.gov”. Future releases may include 
improved user interface tools for expediting the CUMULVS instrumentation process with new and 
existing user applications. 
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